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ABSTRACT
A model is proposed for the observed combination of power-law and thermal emission of keV X-rays

from rotationally powered pulsars. For c-ray pulsars with accelerators very many stellar radii above the
neutron star surface, 100 MeV curvature c-rays from e~ or e` Ñowing starward out of such accelerators
are converted to eB pairs on closed Ðeld lines all around the star. These pairs strongly a†ect X-ray emis-
sion from near the star in two ways. (1) The pairs are a source of synchrotron emission immediately
following their creation in regions where BD 1010 G. This emission, in the photon energy range 0.1

MeV, has a power-law spectrum with energy index 0.5 and X-ray luminosity that dependskeV[ EX [ 5
on the backÑow current and is typically D1033 ergs s~1. (2) The pairs ultimately form a cyclotron reso-
nance ““ blanket ÏÏ surrounding the star except for two holes along the open Ðeld line bundles that pass
through it. In such a blanket, the gravitational pull on eB pairs toward the star is balanced by the
hugely ampliÐed push of outÑowing surfaceÈemitted X-rays wherever cyclotron resonance occurs.
Because of it, the neutron star is surrounded by a leaky ““ hohlraum ÏÏ of hot blackbody radiation with
two small holes, which prevents direct X-ray observation of a heated polar cap of a c-ray pulsar. Weakly
spin-modulated radiation from the blanket together with more strongly spin-modulated radiation from
the holes through it would then dominate observed low-energy (0.1È10 keV) emission. For nonÈc-ray
pulsars, in which no such accelerators with their accompanying extreme relativistic backÑow toward the
star are expected, optically thick eB resonance blankets should not form (except in special cases very
close to the open Ðeld line bundle). From such pulsars, blackbody radiation from both the warm stellar
surface and the heated polar caps should be directly observable. In these pulsars, details of the surface
magnetic Ðeld evolution, especially of polar cap areas, become relevant to observations. The models are
compared to X-ray data from Geminga, PSR 1055[52, PSR 0656]14, PSR 1929]10, and PSR
0950]08.
Subject headings : pulsars : individual (Geminga, PSR 1055[52, PSR 0656]14, PSR 1929]10,

PSR 0950]08) È stars : neutron È X-rays : stars

1. INTRODUCTION

X-ray emission at keV energies from pulsars may come
from several sources : (1) thermal cooling of deep internal
heating sources (e.g., residual heat from the violent stellar
birth, glitches, and magnetic Ñux tube motion through the
electron-proton sea of the core) from the entire stellar
surface ; (2) polar cap heating from an inÑow of extremely
relativistic e~ or e` that have passed through an acceler-
ator on the open Ðeld line bundle ; (3) synchrotron radiation
from eB pairs, created in the near magnetosphere above the
stellar surface at altitude D3R ; and (4) inverse Compton
scattering of radio photons by extremely relativistic e~ or
e` inÑow or outÑow on the open Ðeld lines of the pulsar.
We shall consider here interpretation of X-ray observations
from solitary (isolated) pulsars in terms of these assumed
sources.

In we summarize X-ray emission and pulsar proper-° 2
ties ; present data seem adequate for di†erentiating among
possible sources. A dichotomy exists between the data from
c-ray pulsars and those from ““ ordinary ÏÏ ones (those that
are not observed to have strong c-ray emission). The former
show a power-law spectrum for their hard X-rays (1È10
keV) and no evidence for observation of the expected heated
polar cap emission. The latter do not show the strong
power-law emission, but heated polar cap emission does
appear to have been observed. We interpret these di†er-
ences as a consequence of eB production in the near magne-
tospheres of c-ray pulsars but not in those of ordinary ones.

The locations of major particle accelerators in pulsar
magnetospheres and the Ñow of particles through them may
be di†erent from those that power the much lower energy
radio emission. We discuss relevant features of magneto-
spheric accelerators in ° 3.

Power-law emission in the keV range with the observed
spectral extent, intensity, and angular distribution seem to
be a natural consequence of the outer magnetospheric
accelerator models, but not of polar-cap ones. Modeling the
source of power-law emission is the subject of ° 4.

Copious eB production on closed Ðeld lines above the
neutron star surface, no matter what its origin, would
sustain a cyclotron-resonant X-ray reÑecting mirror there
(referred to as a ““ blanket ÏÏ). This blanket would reÑect
X-rays from a hot polar cap in all directions except in a
narrow cone through either of the two holes in the blanket
where the open Ðeld line bundle penetrates through it.
These cyclotron-resonant blankets are considered in ° 5.
Such thick blankets should exist only on the closed Ðeld
lines above the surfaces of c-ray pulsars in which the hard
X-ray power-law spectrum is from the synchrotron radi-
ation of eB pairs made in the near magnetosphere. Direct
observation of X-rays from heated polar caps through the
holes of the open Ðeld line bundle would be expected to be
rare ; most of these X-rays from a hot polar cap would be
reÑected back toward the star by the blanket.

In we discuss features of individual pulsars that need° 6
special consideration. The c-ray pulsar Geminga has a soft
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X-ray (0.1È1 keV) luminosity that is not as large as that
from the heating of a polar cap expected from the down-
Ñowing extremely relativistic e~ or e` that strike it. A pos-
sible mechanism for reducing the power of that inÑow by
inverse Compton scattering of inÑowing extremely rela-
tivistic e~ (e`) by radio photons emitted near the polar cap
is presented.

The presence or absence of a strong blackbody com-
ponent of hard X-rays depends on the formation of the
blanket on closed Ðeld lines of the near magnetosphere. For
most nonÈc-ray pulsars, such blankets would not be
expected, and direct observation of their hot polar caps is
possible. In we consider the e†ective areas of the X-ray° 7
emission and luminosities of hot polar caps.

If the blanket is present, soft X-rays (0.1È1 keV) can
escape from the star either by penetrating through the
blanket itself, giving a weakly modulated light curve, or by
leaking out through the holes of the blanket on open Ðeld
lines, giving a strongly modulated one. The combination of
these two sources might explain the pulsed fraction
observed in various pulsars. Because of uncertainties with
luminosity and density distribution, a quantitative calcu-
lation is not yet available. We outline this concept in ° 8.

2. X-RAY OBSERVATIONS

Following the detection by the Einstein satellite of several
rotationally powered pulsars at X-ray wavelengths, their
surface emission and magnetospheric processes have been
studied using spectra and light curves obtained by ROSAT
and the Advanced Satellite for Cosmology and Astrophysics
(ASCA). About two dozen isolated pulsars have been
detected by these instruments & Kizil-(Finley, O� gelman,
og‘ lu & Holt & Finley1992 ; Halpern 1992 ; O� gelman 1993 ;

Hamilton, & Helfand & Will-Yancopoulos, 1994 ; Manning
more X-ray spectra are usually Ðtted to either a1994).
thermal blackbody shape or a nonthermal power-law one.

Geminga is a radio-quiet pulsar with period P\ 0.237 s,
surface magnetic Ðeld G, and characteristicB

p
D 1.6 ] 1012

age yr & Holtq\ P/2P0 \ 3.4] 105 (Halpern 1992 ;
et al. and Ruderman Ðtted theBertsch 1992). Halpern (1993)

ROSAT PSPC spectrum of Geminga with a two-
component model, either two blackbodies or a blackbody
plus a power law. Both Ðts gave a satisfactory description of

FIG. 1.ÈFit of the blackbodyÈplusÈpower law model to the ASCA and
ROSAT spectra of Geminga.

the spectrum. This ambiguity was resolved by combining
ROSAT and ASCA data ; the bulk of the soft X-ray Ñux is a
blackbody, and the hard X-ray spectrum has a power-law
proÐle & Wang The soft X-ray component(Halpern 1997).
is parameterized as a blackbody with T \ 5.77~0.46`0.37 ] 105
K and a bolometric luminosity 1.47 ] 1031 ergs s~1 ; the
hard X-ray spectrum is Ðtted by a power law with energy
index and luminosity 8.13] 1029 ergs s~10.47~0.23`0.25 (Fig. 1).
The luminosities were calculated from the parallax distance
of 160 pc from the HST measurements et al.(Caraveo
1996).

PSR 1055[52 and PSR 0656]14 resemble Geminga in
many respects : period, loss rate of rotational energy, char-
acteristic age, etc. They have also been Ðtted with(Table 1).
a two-component model & Finley(O� gelman 1993 ;

et al. Mereghetti, & ColpiGreiveldinger 1996 ; Possenti,
The soft X-ray component has generally been inter-1996).

preted as thermal emission from all or a part of the surface
of the neutron stars. However, the source of the harder
X-ray component has not been determined. &O� gelman
Finley analyzed the ROSAT data from PSR(1993)
1055[52 ; their results were Ðtted to a blackbody together

TABLE 1

PULSAR DATA

Parameter Geminga PSR 1055[52 PSR 0656]14 PSR 1929]10 PSR 0950]08

f (Hz) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4.218 5.073 2.598 4.414 3.951
f 5 (Hz s~1) . . . . . . . . . . . [1.95] 10~13 [1.5] 10~13 [3.7] 10~13 [2.25] 10~14 [3.6] 10~15
I))0 (ergs s~1) . . . . . . 3.3] 1034 3.0] 1034 3.8] 1034 3.9] 1033 5.6] 1032
q (yr) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3.4 ] 105 5 ] 105 1.1] 105 3.1 ] 106 1.7] 107
B

p
(1012 G) . . . . . . . . . 1.6 1.1 4.7 0.5 0.24

T1 (K) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5.77] 105 7.9] 105 8.1] 105 . . . . . .
L 1a (ergs s~1) . . . . . . . 1.47] 1031 2.3] 1032 4.3] 1032 . . . . . .
ab . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 0.47~0.23`0.25 0.5~0.3`0.3 . . . . . . . . .
T2 (K) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1.68] 106 5.14] 106 5.70] 106
L 2c (ergs s~1) . . . . . . . 8.1] 1029 1.5] 1030 2.6] 1031 1.3] 1030 3.5] 1029
A2d (cm2) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5.7 ] 1010 3.2] 107 5.8] 106
d (pc) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 160 500 400 250 125

a Bolometric luminosity of the soft X-ray component.
b Power-law energy index.
c Luminosity of the hard X-ray component : 0.7È5.0 keV for Geminga and PSR 1055[52 ; bolometric luminosity for

PSR 0656]14, PSR 1929]10, and PSR 0950]08.
d Fitted area of polar cap.
REFERENCES.ÈGeminga : & Wang PSR 1055[52 : et al. PSR 1929]10 and PSRHalpern 1997 ; Greiveldinger 1996 ;

0950]08 & HalpernWang 1997.
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with a power law of energy index 0.4È0.5. Although
et al. favored a blackbody model toGreiveldinger (1996)

describe the hard X-ray component for a joint Ðt of ROSAT
and ASCA data, our own reexamination of the same ASCA
data shows that a power law with energy index 0.5 ^ 0.3
and luminosity 1.5] 1030 ergs s~1 (calculated at d \ 500
pc) Ðts the spectrum equally well PSR 1055[52(Fig. 2).
possesses a large pulsed fraction of 0.73 ^ 0.33 at higher
X-ray energies & Finley Because of the(O� gelman 1993).
gravitational bending e†ect, the pulsed fraction due to the
heated polar cap can rarely exceed 50%, and a high pulsed
fraction seems more easily compatible with a strongly
beamed nonthermal hard X-ray component (see simula-
tions by et al. & Halpern ThePossenti 1996 ; Wang 1997).
soft X-ray component has temperature K and7.9~1.0`0.6 ] 105
bolometric luminosity 2.2 ] 1032 ergs s~1. etGreiveldinger
al. also reported a joint analysis of ROSAT and(1996)
ASCA data for PSR 0656]14. They required two black-
bodies and a power law to Ðt the spectrum. Our own
analysis veriÐed the double blackbody model but failed to
conÐrm the extra power-law component. The soft X-ray
component has temperature K and bolo-8.1~1.4`0.5 ] 105
metric luminosity 4.3 ] 1032 ergs s~1 ; the hard X-ray com-
ponent has temperature K and a bolometric1.7~0.2`0.2 ] 106
luminosity 2.6 ] 1031 ergs s~1. The luminosities are calcu-
lated at an estimated distance of 400 pc.

The older pulsars PSR 1929]10 and PSR 0950]08 have
similar periods and roughly comparable characteristic ages,
spin-down powers, and surface magnetic Ðelds (Table 1).
According to the cooling curves & Applegate(Page 1992 ;

et al. the X-ray luminosity of a pulsar whoseLattimer 1991),
age exceeds 106 yr decreases sharply, and the typical energy
of thermal photons from such an object is too low to create
pairs in collisions with GeV photons. X-rays are detected
from both pulsars by ROSAT et al.(Yancopoulos 1994 ;

& Willmore and ASCA & HalpernManning 1994) (Wang
The spectra from both pulsars are Ðtted to a single1997).

blackbody spectrum from a small area. PSR 1929]10 is
best Ðtted with temperature (5.14 ^ 0.53)] 106 K and
luminosity 1.54 ] 1030 ergs s~1, after adopting the distance
of 250 pc from et al. PSR 0950]09 hasYancopoulos (1994).
temperature (5.70^ 0.63)] 106 K and a luminosity
4.67] 1029 ergs s~1 at the parallax distance of 125 pc

et al.(Gwinn 1986).

FIG. 2.ÈFit of the blackbodyÈplusÈpower law model to the ASCA and
ROSAT spectra of PSR 1055[52.

At present, about twenty pulsars have been detected in
soft X-rays, but few of them have sufficient photons for
comprehensive spectral and temporal analysis. The above
Ðve objects, observed in the X-ray energy range 0.1È10.0
keV, represent pulsars of various classes. They all have
periods of about 0.3 s. Geminga, PSR 1055[52, and PSR
0656]14 have characteristic ages qD 105 yr, whereas PSR
1929]10 and PSR 0950]08 have qD 107 yr. Strong
pulsed c-ray emission is detected from Geminga et(Bertsch
al. and PSR 1055[52 et al. but such1992) (Fierro 1993),
radiation is still uncertain for PSR 0656]14

et al. While Geminga, PSR(Ramanamurthy 1996).
1055[55, and PSR 0656]14 have typical dipole com-
ponent magnetic Ðelds G, PSR 1929]10 andB

p
Z 1012

PSR 0950]08 have weaker Ðelds G). Properties(B
p
\ 1012

of these Ðve pulsars are summarized in Lumi-Table 1.
nosities have a great uncertainty associated with the mea-
surements of distance. We observe thermal soft X-ray
emission from Geminga, PSR 1055[52, and PSR
0656]14, and the emitting area is comparable to the entire
surface of a neutron star. A thermal hard X-ray component
is observed from PSR 1929]10, PSR 0950]08, and PSR
0656]14 from an area that occupies only a small fraction
of the neutron star surface. A power-law spectrum in hard
X-rays is observed from the c-ray pulsars Geminga and
PSR 1055[52. Light curves of the hard X-rays of both
c-ray pulsars have pulsed fractions exceeding 50%, which
we interpret as an indicator of nonthermal emission.

3. PARTICLE FLOWS IN PULSAR MAGNETOSPHERES

The Energetic Gamma Ray Experiment Telescope
(EGRET) on the Compton Gamma Ray Observatory
(CGRO) has detected six pulsars with strong c-ray emission
above 100 MeV: Crab, Vela, Geminga, PSR 1706[44, PSR
1055[52, and PSR 1951]32. Similarities among the c-ray
spectra and most of the light curves suggest that a similar
powerful accelerator is operating in each of their magneto-
spheres.

Models for magnetospheric accelerator gaps fall into two
main classes. For a polar-cap accelerator &(Ruderman
Sutherland hereafter & Harding1975, RS; Daugherty

generally assumed to power the radio emission of a1982),
pulsar, the acceleration of primary particles takes place
relatively near the surface of a neutron star. In the central
dipole approximation for the stellar magnetic Ðeld, all the
radiation and pair production resulting from primaries that
have passed through such accelerators would be restricted
to be within the open Ðeld-line bundle that links the polar
cap to the light cylinder in which )\ 2nP~1).(rLC 4 c/),
Outer-magnetospheric accelerators have been proposed for
the emission of the energetic photons from c-ray pulsars
(Cheng, Ho, & Ruderman hereafter1986a, 1986b ; CHRa
and respectively). These accelerators could achieveCHRb,
much higher potential drops along B,

*V D
)2B

p
R3

c2 D 1014 V , (1)

with the surface dipole Ðeld, than can polar cap acceler-B
pators. Pair production within such accelerators (e.g., from

accelerator-produced GeV c-rays colliding with keV X-rays
from the stellar surface or its neighborhood) will result in a
net Ñow of primary e~(e`) out of the star being balanced by
an inward Ñow of e`(e~) from the starward end of the
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accelerator. Because of extensive eB Ñows generated by
both polar cap and outer-magnetospheric accelerators, it is
difficult to see how both could survive on the same Ðeld
linesÈpairs from one would be expected to quench the
other. However, a polar cap might be linked to both kinds
of accelerator as long as the Ðeld lines through each are
di†erent (e.g., upward curving with a net positive [negative]
charge near the light cylinder for one and downward
curving negative [positive] for the other, or lines passing
through the charge reversing surface for the oneXŒ Æ B \ 0
but not for the other, etc.).

Arguments for important outer-magnetospheric acceler-
ators as well as polar cap ones in c-ray pulsars but not in
ordinary ones include the following : (1) apparently di†erent
death lines for the two families & Ruderman(Chen 1993) ;
for example, ordinary pulsar radio emission appears to
cease when polar cap accelerator eB production is no longer
possible while c-ray pulsar emission seems to be quenched
when putative outer-magnetospheric accelerators would no
longer be able to sustain the mechanism of collision
between GeV c-rays and keV X-rays (thus Geminga and
PSR 1055[52 could maintain outer-magnetospheric accel-
erators, but PSR 1929]10 and PSR 0950]08 could not ;
the former are c-ray pulsars, while the latter are not) ; (2)
strong optical emission coincident with X-ray emission
from the Crab pulsar that is difficult to explain unless its
source is synchrotron radiation in the outer magneto-
sphere ; (3) escape of 10 GeV c-rays from PSR 1951]32 and
PSR 1706[44, which seems more difficult to accomplish if
these c-rays originate in the neighborhood of strong polar
cap Ðelds ; and (4) the c-ray luminosity of these c-ray pulsars
with s~1 ergs s~1). From an outer-PZ 10~1 (L c D 1034
magnetospheric accelerator, because almost the full poten-
tial drop *V B 1014 V will be radiated away by each
electron in the accelerator, we indeed expect just such a
luminosity,

L c D N0 0 e*V D 1034 ergs s~1 , (2)

for the maximum current through the accelerator (i.e.,N0 0,
the Goldreich-Julian current),

N0 0D
)2B

p
R3

ec
D 1032 s~1 . (3)

We assume that outer-magnetospheric acceleratorsÈor
at least their starward Ñow of extreme relativistic leptonsÈ
are present in c-ray pulsars. [We note, however, that the
outer-magnetospheric accelerator model of Romani 1996
and coworkers does not include any such symmetry
between outward e~(e`) and inward e`(e~) Ñow.] In the
next section, an interpretation of X-ray data from c-ray
pulsars provides more evidence favoring outer-
magnetospheric accelerators as a source of extremely rela-
tivistic starward particle Ñow.

4. X-RAYS FROM GAMMA-RAY PULSARS

The c-ray pulsars Geminga, PSR 1055[52, and PSR
1951]32 all have a power-law hard X-ray component with
energy index D0.5. If synchrotron radiation in the magne-
tosphere is responsible for this emission, an outer-
magnetospheric model can explain its slope and intensity.
The polar-cap accelerator model, on the other hand, has
difficulties accounting for this component, as we describe
below.

4.1. Spectra
The energy loss rate of extremely relativistic chargedE0

particles Ñowing along curved paths is

E0 \ c5mc2 \ [ 2
3

e2c
s2 c4 , (4)

with s the radius of curvature. For c-ray pulsars powered by
outer-magnetospheric accelerators, the number of particles
Ñowing through an accelerator along the open Ðeld line
bundle is limited by the Goldreich-Julian current. Although
an outer-magnetospheric accelerator might sustain a poten-
tial di†erence along open Ðeld lines as high as *V D 1014 V,
radiation reaction limits the energy of primary particles E

p(CHRb),

c14
E
p

mc2¹
AE Æ BŒ

e
s2
B1@4

D 3 ] 107 . (5)

For a dipole Ðeld, s + (rc/))1@2, with r the radial distance.
When primary particles Ñowing starward from an outer-
magnetospheric accelerator approach the polar cap, c
satisÐes

1
c3[ 1

c13
D

2)e2
mc3 ln

ArLC
r
B

, (6)

with r + ct. If c is insensitive to r and it remainsr > rLC, c1 ;
approximately constant at

cD
A2)e2

mc3 ln
rLC
r
B~1@3

D 107 . (7)

Each such e~(e`) produces curvature radiation with

Ec D +c3
Ac
s
B

D 100 MeV . (8)

The number of such c-rays radiated during the traversal
along B a distance equal to the local radius of curvature is

NcD
E0 s
Ec c

D
ce2
+c

D 105 . (9)

Photons from curvature radiation are initially emitted
almost tangent to the local B within an angle c~1 ; after they
proceed a distance l, they make an angle / with the mag-
netic Ðeld line,

/D l/s . (10)

These 102 MeV c-ray photons are converted into eB pairs at
a signiÐcant rate as soon as they cross magnetic Ðeld lines
that satisfy (RS)

Ec sin /
2mc2

B12
2

º 1 . (11)

The angle / becomes the pitch angle of the eB pair trajec-
tories. With an outer-magnetospheric accelerator model for
starward primary particle Ñow, most 100 MeV photons will
be converted on closed Ðeld lines at BD 1010 G and
/D 90¡. Each electron and positron carries about one-half
the energy of the parent c-ray and quickly loses its momen-
tum perpendicular to the local magnetic Ðeld by synchro-
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tron radiation at the rate

1
qs

B
Ac

M
c
A

BA e2
mc3
B
u

B
2D 1011 s~1 , (12)

with

c
M

B c sin / , (13)

c
A

\ c
c
M

B
1

sin /
, (14)

and

u
B
4

eB
mc

. (15)

The distance that a charged particle can propagate before
losing most of its energy is D0.3 cm (Fig. 3).

The initial characteristic frequency of synchrotron radi-
ation of these locally created eB is

u
c
+ c

M
2 c

A
u

B
B c2 sin /u

B
. (16)

Their intensity spectrum is

Is(u) +
1
2
A 1
uu

B
sin /

B1@2
mc2 . (17)

This power-law spectrum with energy index 0.5 is valid
from the minimum value of the local cyclotron energy
where the pairs are produced up to several MeV:

EminD
+u

B
sin /

D 0.1 keV , (18)

and

Emax D
A Ec
2mc2

B2
sin /+u

B
D 5 MeV . (19)

Because c in is insensitive to details of theequation (7)
initial accelerator, the energy index of the power-law spec-
trum should generally be +0.5. This value agrees with the
ASCA spectra : both Geminga and PSR 1055[52 are
observed to have that energy index. A power-law spectrum
with energy index 0.5 should be expected up to the MeV

FIG. 3.ÈCurvature c-ray photons from inÑowing primary particles are
converted to secondary eB pairs when passing through closed Ðeld lines.
The eB pairs will then synchrotron radiate a power-law spectrum of energy
index 0.5.

range for all c-ray pulsars. The lower cuto† energy Emindepends on the local magnetic Ðeld in which the c-ray is
converted to eB pairs and the pitch angle /.

Both Geminga and PSR 1055[52 have been observed
with the HST ; Geminga has a visual magnitude V \ 24.5

et al. whereas PSR 1055[52 has m\ 24.88(Bignami 1996),
at 3400 Caraveo, & Bignami If the softA� (Mignani, 1997).
X-ray spectrum is correctly described as a blackbody one,
the visible Ñux from Geminga is too large to be the long
wavelength tail of the X-ray spectrum Martin, &(Halpern,
Marshall In contrast to the analysis by et al.1996). Mignani

of PSR 1055[52, we Ðnd the Ñux from a blackbody(1997)
extrapolation of the X-rays to be (2.0È3.1)] 10~31 ergs
cm~2 s~1 Hz~1, according to the best-Ðt blackbody tem-
perature by et al. much less than theGreiveldinger (1996),
observed Ñux, 1.3 ] 10~30 ergs cm~2 s~1 Hz~1 at 3400 A� .
While the extrapolated blackbody falls below the optical
Ñux, the Ðtted X-ray power-law component exceeds it. This
observation conforms to our model, since we expect the
low-energy cuto† of the synchrotron spectrum to fall at
about 0.1 keV. Below the cuto† energy, the spectrum should
rise (with increasing energy) at the canonical low-frequency
synchrotron index Within the uncertainty associated[13 .
with the power-law best Ðt, we estimate the cuto† energy to
be 20È500 eV. Improved X-ray, UV and optical observ-
ations are needed to reÐne the cuto† energy.

For a polar-cap accelerator, the crucial di†erences from
the above are the pitch angle / and number of c-ray
photons a primary particle can make (to be discussed inNcFor c-rays emitted above a polar-cap accelerator in° 4.2).
a dipole Ðeld, / can never become much greater than
(R)/c)1@2, unless the emission radius greatly exceeds R, in
which case B becomes too weak for pair creation. If the
emission radius is much greater than R, willequation (11)
not be satisÐed because / increases proportionally to r1@2
while the magnetic Ðeld B decreases as r~3. Those c-rays
that are converted would have and will be/[ 10~1, Eminmore than an order of magnitude greater than the spectral
limit of A 1 keV lower bound does not seemequation (18).
to agree with observations.

4.2. L uminosities
The luminosity of the hard X-ray component (in ASCA)

from Geminga and PSR 1055[52 for an outer-
magnetospheric accelerator model is

L
ASCA

D fN0 0Nc
P
u1

u2
Is(u)duD 1030 ergs s~1 , (20)

with keV and keV, the ASCA cover-+u1 \ 0.7 +u2\ 5.0
age. The factor f in is the fraction of theequation (20)
Goldreich-Julian current that Ñows back out through the
accelerator to the polar cap. For an outer-magnetosphere
accelerator centered on the null surface this(XŒ Æ B \ 0),
fraction depends on details of the outer-magnetospheric
accelerator model, the angle between the spin and the
dipole moment, etc. It is typically near for c-ray pulsars12not too far from their death lines The luminosity of(CHRb).

is close to the observed values of inequation (20) L 2 Table 1
for Geminga and PSR 1055[52.

For polar-cap models, only c-rays emitted by primary
particles within a stellar radius R or so of the stellar surface
can make eB pairs (same argument as Thus will be° 4.1). Ncreduced from the value in by of order R/s, andequation (9)
the luminosity of should be reduced by thisequation (20)
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same factor. The simulations by & HardingDaugherty
their Fig. 3) support our estimate. For c-ray pulsars(1996;

with PD 10~1 s and a dipole magnetic Ðeld approximation,
so that ergs s~1, not enough toR/s [ 10~2, L

ASCA
[ 1028

account for what is observed.

4.3. L ight Curves
If X-rays are produced above a polar-cap accelerator, eB

pairs have to be created before B drops below D1011 G.
Therefore the angular size of the cone of emitted synchro-
tron radiation in X-rays should be of order (3R)/c)1@2. Our
estimate is supported by the simulations by &Daugherty
Harding their Figure 3 indicates that pair pro-(1996) ;
duction can no long be sustained if The angularr Z 3R.
width of the X-ray cone should then not much exceed the
angular spread of the open Ðeld line bundle from which the
emission takes place. Analyses of radio emission generally
place ““ conal emission ÏÏ at r D 10R and ““ core emission ÏÏ at
r D R and references therein). The synchro-(Rankin 1990,
tron X-ray emission from these same Ðeld lines should then
be observed coincident in phase with the radio emission and
with a width even less than that of conal radio emission.
Neither is the case for PSR 1055[52, while no radio emis-
sion is yet conÐrmed from Geminga.

4.4. T he Crab Pulsar
The spectrum of the Crab pulsar in the ROSAT and

ASCA regime is dominated by the radiation in two sub-
pulses. That radiation is almost certainly from the same
region and particles that are the source of its high-energy
(up to at least 1 GeV) c-rays, but not pairs created on closed
Ðeld lines in the near magnetosphere discussed above. For
X-rays from the latter we should look at the radiation
between these subpulses, which should also have a broader
angular spread than that in the two subpulses. The spec-
trum of this interpulse radiation has been isolated by Mineo
et al. also see et al. They Ðnd for it a(1997; Massaro 1998).
power law with an energy index of 0.5 (smaller by 0.32 than
that in the subpulses), consistent with that for Geminga and
PSR 1055[52. This radiation extends up to 200 keV.

5. ABSENCE OF OBSERVABLE HOT POLAR CAPS

Relativistic inÑowing particles radiate away much of their
energy before reaching the polar cap. According to equation

the residual energy of the charged particles striking the(6),
polar cap is

E
f
\ mc2

C2)e2
mc3 ln

ArLC
R
BD~1@3

D 5.5 ergs . (21)

With constant bombardment of these particles at a rate of
1032 s~1 (the Goldreich-Julian current) the polar cap would
radiate X-rays with luminosity

L X \ fE
f
N0 0+ 2.1] 1032 ergs s~1 . (22)

However, no evidence for such a strongly heated polar cap
is found in Geminga or PSR 1055[52. The total thermal
X-ray luminosity of PSR 1055[52 is 2.3 ] 1032 ergs s~1,
whereas for Geminga it is 1.5 ] 1031 ergs s~1. In both cases,
X-rays seem to be emitted from a large fraction of the
surface of the neutron star. We attribute the absence of
observed hot polar caps to the formation of a reÑective eB
““ blanket ÏÏ above the stellar surface.

The creation of 1037 eB pairs per second, which produces
the power-law synchrotron radiation discussed in ° 4,

would take place mainly on closed Ðeld lines in which
BD 1010 G [at As we discussr D (B

p
/1010)1@3RD 6R].

later, production of eB pairs at such a rate would have
signiÐcant impact on the observability of X-ray emission
from the stellar surface. Because we expect a c-ray pulsar
with an outer-magnetospheric accelerator, but not an ordi-
nary pulsar, to produce this number of eB pairs, the X-ray
spectrum is expected to be di†erent for these two families.

In order for a blanket to be sustainable, the eB annihi-
lation rate in it must not exceed the pair injection rate there.
This annihilation rate for a local isn

B

r
B

D (n
B
)2p

B

A c
v
B

B
v
B

D 1014(n
B

)142 cm~3 s~1 , (23)

in which is the annihilation cross section for non-p
B

c/v
Brelativistic eB pairs with velocities It corresponds to av

B
.

total near magnetospheric annihilation rate

R
B

D 1034(n
B
)142 s~1 . (24)

In comparison, the eB production rate on the closed Ðeld
lines from equations and s~1, could(3) (9), Nc N0 0D 1037
balance with cm~3. When a blanket isR

B
n
B

D 5 ] 1015
formed, the lifetime of an eB pair is limited by the pair
annihilation rate to about 1 s when the pair density is 1014
cm~3. If no blanket were to form and positrons Ñowed
without interruption to the stellar surface, their residence
time in the near magnetosphere would be 1000 times less. In
that case, there would not be a sufficient pair density to
surround the star almost everywhere with a good reÑecting
blanket.

There are Ðve forces acting on these eB pairs :

1. The gravitational force,

F
g
\ [GMm

r2 rü . (25)

2. The centrifugal force,

F
c
\ m)2r . (26)

3. An electric force, which may exist within the open Ðeld
line bundle,

F
E
\ e(E Æ BŒ )BŒ . (27)

4. The Lorentz force, which conÐnes eB to the local mag-
netic Ðeld lines.

5. The radiation force of scattered X-rays originally
emitted from the surface of the neutron star.

We specialize our numerical calculations below to PSR
1055[52, but the formulae are applicable to other pulsars.
The strong magnetic Ðeld restricts particle motion across a
Ðeld line ; therefore, we consider only the component of
forces along the magnetic Ðeld. Because E Æ B \ 0 on closed
Ðeld lines and centrifugal force is insigniÐcant in the region
of interest (r D 2È3 R ; see it is sufficient to con-eq. [35]),
sider merely gravity and radiation. & RudermanZhu

in a study of the eB annihilation line from the Crab(1997),
pulsar, found that a balance between these forces can result
in a stable equilibrium, in which an optically thick accumu-
lation of eB pairs is formed over the neutron star.

A blackbody spectrum for polar-cap emission from the
surface is

I
b
(u) \ L X

15
n4

+4
(kT )4

u3
exp (+u/kT ) [ 1

, (28)
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with the bolometric luminosity (2.1 ] 1032 ergs s~1) andL Xthe polar cap temperature, which is estimated to beT2

kT2D
A L X
pSBnR3)/c

B1@4
D 0.5 keV , (29)

in which is the Stefan-Boltzmann constant. Here wepSBassume the canonical polar cap size. Our purpose is only to
estimate but not obtain a deÐnite numerical result, and later
we will Ðnd out that the radial position of the blanket is(rpk)insensitive to temperature see(rpkP T ~1@3 ; eq. [35]).

The magnetic Ðeld for a dipole at the center of the
neutron star is

B(r, h)\ B
p

2
AR

r
B3

(2 cos heü
r
] sin heü h) . (30)

In a strong magnetic Ðeld, the averaged e~-e` cross section
for X-ray scattering is approximated by &(Blandford
Scharlemann 1976)

p \ pT(yü Æ BŒ )2] 2n2e2
mc

o yü Â BŒ o2d(u
B
[ u) , (31)

with the photon polarization and the Thomson crossyü pTsection. In the optically thin case, the radiation force aver-
aged over photon polarization is

F
r
\
An2e2
4mc2

BC1 ] 7 cos2 h
1 ] 3 cos2 h

I
b
(u

B
)

r2
D

rü . (32)

The angle-averaged radiation force is plotted in Figure
For the estimated polar cap temperature 0.5 keV, the4a.

stable equilibrium point is r \ 6.9R. Electrons and posi-
trons produced below this point will be pushed out along
their magnetic Ðeld line to this radius ; those above it will be
pulled in toward it by gravity. When the number density of
electrons and positrons grows large enough, the eB plasma
becomes optically thick to the X-ray photons from the
surface and the radiation force per lepton of equation (32)
decreases. To make an optically thick layer of eB pairs for

the polar cap X-rays, the required minimum number
density is

n
t
(r, h) +

3
2

B
p

n2eR
AR

r
B4 (1 ] 3 cos2 h)3@2

1 ] 7 cos2 h
. (33)

A typical at r \ 2R is D5 ] 1013 cm~3. The maximumn
tpair density that can be supported by the X-ray radiation

force is reached when the total radiation force from com-
plete absorption equals the gravitational attraction. An
optically thick eB blanket begins to develop inward from
the stable equilibrium point r \ 6.9R but cannot grow to
smaller radii than the unstable equilibrium point r \ 1.3R.
The radiation force for this optically thick example is
plotted in between 1.3R and 6.9R, the radiationFigure 4b ;
force equals the gravitational force. Below the unstable
equilibrium point, eB pairs are pulled by gravity back to the
surface of the neutron star. The maximum supportable
density is achieved when all of the initial momenta of the
resonance scattered X-ray photons support the eB plasma;
then

nmax(r, h) +
45
4n5

1
GMmRc

A +eB
*

mckT
B4AR

r
B13

]
L X

exp [(+eB
*
/mckT )(R/r)3][ 1

, (34)

in which cos2 h)1@2. The number densityB
*

\ B
p
/2(1 ] 3

is plotted in its maximum occurs atnmax Figure 5 ;

rpk+ 0.616R
A +eB

p
mckT

B1@3
. (35)

If the local density of eB pairs is greater than the maximum
supportable value, pairs will be pulled toward to the star by
gravity ; otherwise they will be repelled from the star by
radiation. When a steady state is reached, the local number
density will be near the maximum supportable value but
will be essentially zero elsewhere because it drops sharply
after the resonant peak The above formulae are(eq. [34]).

FIG. 4a FIG. 4b

FIG. 4.È(a) Optically thin case for the radiation force and the gravitational force on eB as a function of distance r from the center of the neutron star ; the
solid line indicates the radiation force for kT \ 0.5 keV and the dashed line, that for kT \ 0.06 keV. The dotted line gives the gravitational force. (b) Optically
thick case for the radiation force and the gravitational force ; these two forces are equal between the two equilibrium points.
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FIG. 5.ÈMaximum number density supportable by the radiation force
as a function of distance r for kT \ 0.5 keV and ergs s~1.L X \ 2.1] 1032

valid on closed Ðeld lines, as mentioned earlier. However,
the open Ðeld bundle subtends only a small solid angle,
n(2R)/c) D 6 ] 10~3 sr ; thus the star is well blanketed.

With keV, the blanket has maximum numberkT2+ 0.5
density cm~3 at radius This isnmax+ 5 ] 1015 rpk+ 2R.
almost 3 orders of magnitude greater than that required for
an optically thick blanket. This optically thick blanket pre-
vents direct observation of the polar cap from most direc-
tions because the unblanketed part occupies only D10~3 of
the total area of the sphere of radius 2R. Most of the
photons from the polar cap will be reÑected back to the
surface of the neutron star This process transfers(Fig. 6).
emitted polar cap X-ray energy to the entire surface of the
neutron star, from which it is reradiated away at a lower

FIG. 6.ÈFor c-ray pulsars, the eB pairs created on closed Ðeld lines will
form a reÑecting blanket around the neutron star ; hard X-rays from the
heated polar caps will be reÑected back to the surface of the star, and a
direct observation of them is prevented.

temperature,

T1D
A L X
4nR2pSB

B1@4
D 7.4] 105 K . (36)

This temperature is in reasonable agreement with the
observation. The contribution of cyclotron resonant back-
scattering onto the stellar surface gives rise to thermal radi-
ation from the surface, which is in addition to that from the
cooling of the neutron star, radiation that was presumably
very hot when it was formed ; it might explain the huge
di†erence of soft X-ray luminosities for Geminga and PSR
1055[52 discussed below. The cooler surface radiation will
have to pass through its own blanket at r D 5R or through
the open Ðeld line ““ holes ÏÏ where eB blankets can be kept
from forming by the strong relativistic current Ñows. We
discuss the escape of soft X-rays further in ° 8.

6. RESONANT INVERSE COMPTON SCATTERING ON

RADIO PHOTONS

If the true ages of Geminga and PSR 1055[52 are near
their characteristic ages, it is difficult for a cooling model to
explain their enormous di†erence in luminosity since they
have similar characteristic ages, and since Geminga is
younger. One possible explanation is illumination of the
extremely relativistic inÑowing particles by even a tiny frac-
tion of the radio emission that is generally assumed to be
generated by a polar cap accelerator. Although no such
radio-frequency radiation has been observed from
Geminga, it is not implausible that this is because we do not
intercept its emission beam. A special near-surface magnetic
Ðeld conÐguration (especially for core radio beam emission)
or gravitational bending of c-rays might allow interception
of a small part of the radio beam far from the stellar surface
by the postulated extreme relativistic inÑow of particles
directed down toward the polar cap. Then cyclotron reso-
nant inverse Compton scattering between these relativistic
e~(e`) and the radio beam may become important. In the
rest frame of the inÑowing particles, the radio frequency is
upshifted by c (u@B cu). For a radio photon of frequency
500 MHz and cD 107, there is a resonance at BB 109 G or
r B 10R. When inverse Compton scattering occurs, the Ðnal
scattered photon energy is

EcD c2+u . (37)

For cD 107, and radio-photon frequency D500 MHz, the
Ðnal energy of these scattered photons is D100 MeV, and
they will be converted to eB pairs before approaching the
surface. The c-ray energy will thus be converted into the
synchrotron radiation as discussed in ° 4.

With the resonant cross section p
r
+ (2n2e2/mc)

and a Goldreich-Julian number density ford(u
B
[ u)

inÑowing primaries, the optical depth for the radio photons
passing through the inÑowing particles is

q
i
\
P

p
r
n dr +

n
3

r
i
)
c

+ 10~2 , (38)

with the resonance radius D10R. Hence only a very smallr
ifraction of any incident number of radio photons would be

scattered. (Because the fraction of radio photons interacting
with leptons is negligible, inverse Compton scattering
cannot be responsible for the absence of radio emission
from Geminga.) The energy loss rate of charged particles to
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resonant inverse Compton scattering would then be

E0
e
D q

i
]

f
r
L radio
+u

] c2+uD 1038f
r
erg s~1 , (39)

with the small fraction of the radio beam that encountersf
rrelativistic particles and ergs s~1 the radioL radioD 1025

luminosity. Although this estimate involves many uncer-
tainties, it shows that resonant inverse Compton scattering
can be extremely efficient in transferring energy from par-
ticles into c-rays : a very minuscule fraction couldf

r
Z 10~6

take away most of the energy of the primary inÑowing par-
ticles and reduce polar cap heating. Such a mechanism
would not necessarily be a universal one, and there is no
obvious reason that polar-cap inÑow in PSR 1055[52
must be similarly a†ected.

7. HEATED POLAR CAP AREAS

The backÑow of extremely relativistic particles heats the
polar cap region. The predicted polar cap heating varies
among models & Ruderman(Cheng 1980 ; Arons 1981a ;

& Ruderman The residual energy of eachHalpern 1993). E
frelativistic particle is about 5 ergs from an outer-(eq. [21])

magnetospheric accelerator whose inÑow is uninterrupted
(i.e., not the case proposed for Geminga in whereas° 6),

ergs for a polar-cap accelerator. An outer-E
f
D e*V D 1

magnetospheric accelerator can be a copious supplier of
charged particles ; nearly the full Goldreich-Julian current
would be expected to pass through it. The full Goldreich-
Julian current might not be achieved for backÑow through
a polar cap accelerator, and we can estimate only an upper
limit for the heated polar-cap luminosity in that case (Arons

As discussed in a polar cap heated by an outer-1981b). ° 5,
magnetospheric accelerator is not expected to be directly
visible unless an observer looks in along the dipole axis. We
consider below only the observable polar cap heating of
ordinary pulsars. The three pulsars in with thermalTable 1
emission from a tiny area are prospective candidates for
such polar cap heating. However, their temperatures and
luminosities vary greatly. While PSR 1929]10 and PSR
0950]08 have smaller polar cap areas (by a factor of D102)
than the central dipole models, PSR 0656]14 has one that
is 30 times larger We emphasize that the Ðtted(Table 1).
luminosity and area depend on the assumed viewing
geometry and distance, as well as on possibly important
atmosphere e†ects (see, e.g., Pavlov, & Me� sza� rosMeyer,
1994).

The total magnetic Ñux ' out of a polar cap is deter-
mined by the observed pulsar spin-down power (I))0 ) :

ApcBpc4 'D
AcI)0

)
B1@2

. (40)

For a central dipole model, the polar cap area

Apc \ A04 nR3 )
c

, (41)

and

Bpc\ B
p

. (42)

An anomalously large (small) polar cap area relativeApc,to corresponds to a polar cap that is much smallerA0, Bpc(larger) than While a central dipole model gives a goodB
p
.

description for the magnetic Ðeld far from the star, it may be

inadequate for the surface Ðeld. For example, an o†-center
dipole, special evolutionary features not describable by a
simple dipole or e†ects of the strong diamagnetism of the
superconducting core of the star may all lead to a veryBpcdi†erent fromB

p
.

We consider below two possible consequences for Bpcand that follow from an evolutionary model for theB
psurface Ðeld of spin-down pulsars.

7.1. PSR 0656]14
PSR 0656]14 shares many similarities with Geminga

and PSR 1055[52, but detection of c-ray emission from it
remains weak and inconclusive et al.(Ramanamurthy 1996).
PSR 0656]14 lies very close to the c-ray death line, which
makes it difficult to decide theoretically if it should be a
c-ray pulsar. According to the model in there is an° 5,
important connection between strong c-ray emission and
the nature of the hard X-ray component in the sense that a
power law of energy index 0.5 is associated with a c-ray
pulsar. In addition, a c-ray pulsar produces an eB resonance
blanket, which should prevent us from observing the heated
polar cap directly. Since the X-ray spectrum of PSR
0656]14 can be Ðtted with a double blackbody model

we infer that it should not be a c-ray pulsar, or at(Table 1),
least not one with the magnitude of particle inÑow of an
outer-magnetospheric accelerator. From the observed tem-
perature and luminosity of the hotter component, the polar
cap size appears to be about 30 times greater than the
canonical value A polar cap with lower temperatureA0.and larger area implies a locally much weaker magnetic
Ðeld than that of a central dipole. We attribute this di†er-
ence to the circumstance that PSR 0656]14 is a nearly
aligned pulsar & Manchester(Lyne 1988).

The interior of a neutron star consists of superÑuid neu-
trons and superconducting protons. A spinning neutron
star with an angular velocity ) has an array of quantized
vortex lines parallel to its spin axis. Any magnetic Ðeld
passing through the superconducting protons of the core is
expected to be organized into quantized Ñux tubes below
the stellar crust. In contrast to the quasi-parallel neutron
vortex line array, the Ñux tube array is expected to have a
complicated twisted toroidal and poloidal structure to
achieve magnetohydrodynamic stability in the deep interior
of a conducting star & Ruderman The(Flowers 1977).
vortex array of a spinning-down neutron star must expand
with stellar spin-down. Because the core of a neutron vortex
and a Ñux tube interact strongly as they pass through each
other, the moving vortices push or pull on the Ñux tube
array. This interaction results in Ñux tubes either moving
together with the neutron vortices or being cut through if
the Ñux tube array cannot respond quickly enough. The
superÑuid vortices move outward with a velocity

v
V

\ r
M

P0
2P

, (43)

with the distance from the vortex to the spin axis. Nearr
Mthe spin axis, the vortices move slowly ; away from it, the

vortices move much faster. If we assume that a pulsar was
created with an almost axisymmetric magnetic Ðeld on its
surface and the axis of magnetic dipole happens to be
almost aligned with the spin axis (the apparent case for PSR
0656]14), the quickly moving outer vortices cut through
the magnetic Ñux tubes, while much more slowly moving
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inner vortices drag the magnetic Ñux tubes with them and
leave behind a region with a much weaker magnetic Ðeld
around the spin axis The last closed Ðeld lines(Fig. 7).
become very distorted near the surface, and the actual polar
cap will be larger than that of a pure central dipole Ðeld.
(According to the model of Arons and coworkers

Arons, & Fawley polar cap acceler-[Scharlemann, 1978],
ators form only on ““ favorably ÏÏ curved Ðeld lines, those that
bend toward the axis of rotation. An aligned pulsar with a
central dipole Ðeld would have no favorably curved lines,
unlike the conÐguration of which would give riseFigure 7,
to strong eB production above the polar cap.) If the pulsar
were born with period ms, the present magneticP

i
D 20

Ðeld near the spin axis should be diminished by a factor
and the region close to the spin axis should haveP/P

i
D 20,

a weak magnetic Ðeld G. The expected polar capBpc D 1011
temperature should accordingly be lower than in a central
dipole model :

T D
A
E

f
)Bpc
2ne

1
pSB

B1@4
D 2 ] 106 K . (44)

We emphasize that it is only when an important platelet,
one that contains the polar cap, happens to be pierced by
the spin axis that it can be pulled apart in this way during
spin down. This is an exception to the usual case in which
the platelets remain intact We also note that for this(° 7.2).
special geometry the total dipole Ðeld is least a†ected by the
spin-down history of the star. The original Ðeld has been
moved away from the spin axis but has not been pushed out
of the core of the star. (Despite its age qD 1.1] 105 yr, PSR
0656]14 has an average surface dipole Ðeld B4.7] 1012
G, very close to that of a young pulsar.) It is only after such
expulsion has occurred that reconnection can begin to

diminish greatly the dipole moment of the spinning pulsar
Zhu, & Chen(Ruderman, 1998).

7.2. PSR 1929]10 and PSR 0950]08
PSR 1929]10 and PSR 0950]08 are two relatively old

pulsars. Their surfaces are expected to have cooled to less
than 105 K & Tsuruta et al.(Nomoto 1987 ; Lattimer 1991 ;

& Applegate Therefore, the X-rays from thesePage 1992).
pulsars detected by ROSAT and ASCA and Ðtted by tem-
peratures [1 ] 106 K cannot be coming from the cooling
surface but rather from small areas that are reasonably
associated with polar cap heating.

Because of their small spin-down power (D1033 ergs s~1),
both pulsars are probably unable to sustain outer-
magnetospheric accelerators (see, e.g., & RudermanChen

Both pulsars have rather weak surface dipole mag-1993).
netic Ðelds, G. This might be an indica-B

p
B (2È5) ] 1011

tion of an evolution of the magnetic Ðeld from an initially
stronger one. As a young pulsar spins down, the initial hot
polar caps move with the highly conducting crust in which
they are embedded. When P reaches a critical value P

c
,

substantial cracking of the cool crust begins. In the sub-
sequent spin-down, when the average surfaceP[ P

c
,

dipole Ðeld SB(P)T decreases inversely with P because the
movement of the core superÑuid neutron vortex array pulls
core Ñux and the crust through which it penetrates

Ruderman, & Zhu so(Ruderman 1991 ; Chen, 1998),

SB(P)T \ SB(P
c
)TP

c
/P . (45)

Relatively strong uniform platelet Ðelds remain frozen(Bpl)at

Bpl\ SB(P
c
)T D B(Vela)D 3 ] 1012 G . (46)

FIG. 7a FIG. 7b

FIG. 7.È(a) Interior of a neutron star consists of superÑuid neutrons and superconducting protons. The quantized superÑuid vortex lines are parallel to
the spin axis, but the superconducting Ñux tubes have a complicated twisted toroidal and poloidal structure. The superÑuid vortex line array expands as the
neutron star spins down. (b) Outward motion of vortex lines near the spin axis is slow enough to carry core Ñux tubes and crust magnetic Ðeld with these
vortices and to leave a local region with an anomalously weak magnetic Ðeld. The distorted Ðeld lines near the surface of the neutron star give a polar cap
area larger than would be the case for a central dipole.
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These platelets move away from each other during the spin-
down era but the stress within them is less able to break
them apart (except in the special case of The more° 7.1).
dilute surface Ñux is then concentrated in small areas. The
area of a polar cap is

ApcD
SB(P)T

Bpl
Æ A0D

1
10

A0 . (47)

The temperature of the heated part of the polar cap is

T D
A
E

f
)Bpl
2ne

1
pSB

B1@4
D 5 ] 106 K . (48)

This result agrees with the observed T D 5 ] 106 K for
PSR 1929]10 and T D 6 ] 106 K for PSR 0950]08.

8. SOFT X-RAY MODULATION

Three of the pulsars discussed in this paper are detected
in soft X-rays, presumably thermal emission from the entire
surfaces of the neutron stars. The emission is highly modu-
lated, with a typical pulsed fraction of 20%. This feature
implies an anisotropic structure on or near the surface of a
neutron star. The blanket model of gives such an anisot-° 5
ropy. For the c-ray pulsars Geminga and PSR 1055[52,
copious eB pair production on closed Ðeld lines is a plaus-
ible consequence of strong c-ray production. PSR
0656]14, which has a weak Ðeld polar cap region sur-
rounded by a stronger Ðeld closed Ðeld line region (° 7.1),
should have copious eB pair production on closed Ðeld lines
surrounding its polar cap accelerator. A cyclotron resonant
blanket could form around the hot polar cap. Thus, we
expect an optically thick surrounding blanket above all
three of these neutron stars. X-ray photons will escape
blanketed neutron stars either through the two holes of the
blanket on their open Ðeld lines or by di†using through the
blanket itself. The ratio of these two Ñuxes depends on
the size of the holes relative to the area of the blanket and
the probability of penetrating through the blanket. If a
photon falls on the hole, the probability of penetration is 1 ;
if a photon hits the blanket, the probability of penetration is
proportional to in which is the frequency-(1 ] q

b
)~1, q

b
(u)

dependent optical depth. (This should include both di†u-
sion through the blanket and the special incident angles and
polarizations for which is a good approximationyü Â BŒ \ 0
in Then fraction of Ñux through the holeseq. [31].) ( f

h
)

versus that through the blanket is( f
b
)

f
h
f
b
\ 2nr3)/c

4nr2 (q
b
] 1) . (49)

The blanket area is roughly 103 times greater than the hole
size, and the expected optical depth is roughly 10È200,q

bdepending on the photon frequency, incident angle, and
polarization. As the star spins, the photons escaping from
the blanket should be more uniformly distributed than
those from the holes. Then the strongly modulated portion
of the light curve of soft X-rays could be from hole emission
and the relatively nonvarying part from Ñux through the
blanket.

In Ðtting theoretical spectra to observed ones, it should
be emphasized that the areas and attitudes of both the open
Ðeld holes in the blanket through which ““ hohlraum ÏÏ radi-
ation is mainly emitted and the blanket transmission

are energy dependent. When and r ?(1] q
b
)~1 f

b
> f

h(cR2/))1@3, the emitted radiation resembles that from a clas-

sical ““ hohlraum ÏÏ at the temperature of the stellar surface.
Radiation is almost all reÑected by the blanket and
absorbed and reemitted by the stellar surface before it
escapes through the two small open Ðeld line holes. X-rays
emerging from the two open Ðeld line holes would not be
observed to have the canonical blackbody spectrum
because the ““ hohlraum ÏÏ radiation would have an emitting
area that depends on the photon energy E,

A
h
\
AnR3)

c
BA+eB

p
mcE

B
. (50)

This energy-dependent area is independent of the surface
Ðeld structure when local so is not an adjustableB> B

p
, A

hparameter. However, quantitative comparisons of obser-
vations and models are not yet available because of uncer-
tainties associated with luminosity measurements and
the density distribution of blanket eB pairs needed to
determine q

b
.

9. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE OBSERVATIONS

We have argued that if the keV X-ray emission from c-ray
pulsars is indeed synchrotron radiation with an energy
index 0.5, then outer-magnetospheric accelerators are con-
sistent with the energy range over which this power law is
observed, the X-ray luminosity in the observed 0.7È5.0 keV
range, and the broad modulated light curve. We Ðnd it
difficult to see how polar-cap accelerator models for this
synchrotron radiation can give these same results. If the
expected 1037 s~1 eB pairs are produced on the closed Ðeld
lines above the stellar surfaces of c-ray pulsars, cyclotron
resonant blankets are formed that greatly obscure X-rays
emitted from that surface. Observations are not inconsistent
with what is expected in the presence of such blankets.

Our model implies that a c-ray pulsar should have a
power-law spectrum of energy index 0.5 in X-rays extending
from 0.1 keV to a few MeV, but polar cap heating will not
usually be directly observable. This can be tested with more
sensitive higher energy X-ray data on the pulsars discussed
in this paper, as well as on others. These data can be
obtained with longer exposures by ASCA or by the next
generation of X-ray missions such as AXAF, XMM, and
AST RO-E. The validity of the power-law interpretation of
the hard X-ray Ñux should also be tested by observing its
extension to a few MeV, and its low-energy cuto† at D0.1
keV with improved soft X-ray, UV, and optical spectra.
Currently, ROSAT data show that, in addition to the c-ray
pulsars listed in PSR 1951]32 also has a power-Table 1,
law spectrum of energy index 0.6~0.2`0.2 (SaÐ-Harb, O� gelman,
& Finley this result is an encouraging complement to1995) ;
the model. Additional data from ASCA should be extremely
relevant.

For c-ray pulsars, creation of 1037 s~1 eB pairs is
expected. There would be an expected e`] e~] c] c
slightly redshifted annihilation line of twice this strength. In
the case of the Crab pulsar and possibly some other c-ray
pulsars, mechanisms exist that might raise this estimate by
10È102 (e.g., some of the few MeV c-rays become converted
at BD 1012 G; see & Ruderman A line this weakZhu 1997).
is not detectable (e.g., by OSSE) at typical c-ray pulsar dis-
tances. It might be observed if a c-ray pulsar is someday
found at a distance D100 pc or less.

There are about 30 Galactic c-ray sources detected by
EGRET. Except for the few identiÐed as pulsars, the nature
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of most of them remains uncertain. The discovery of
Geminga as a radio-quiet pulsar opened up the possibility
that additional pulsars might be detected in c-rays but not
in radio. If c-rays are produced in the outer-magnetospheric
accelerator, they will have a large latitudinal coverage.
Because radio emission is generally believed to be produced
on the open Ðeld line bundle near the polar cap, it has a
narrow beam. In this picture, there is a large probability
that the radio beam does not intersect the Earth and the
c-ray beam does. Thus, the population of radio-quiet c-ray
pulsars is potentially high enough to account for the major-
ity of the unidentiÐed Galactic EGRET sources &(Halpern
Ruderman & Romani It is diffi-1993 ; Yadigaroglu 1995).
cult to discover periodicity in the c-ray data because of the
paucity of photons, although this may be possible with
future c-ray missions such as GL AST . The identiÐcation of

Geminga was made from its X-rays, which have a relatively
high count rate. X-ray counterparts of high-energy c-ray
sources may be more generally useful in Ðnding Geminga-
like pulsars. The relative abundance of X-ray photons
allows spectral analysis, and our model predicts that a
power-law spectrum in hard X-rays is associated with a
c-ray pulsar. This signature might provide important con-
straints in selecting prospective pulsar candidates.
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Note added in proof.ÈWe have discovered that our ASCA measurement of PSR 0950]08 is heavily contaminated by a
brighter X-ray source, a previously unknown Seyfert galaxy only from the pulsar. Therefore, the X-ray data presented on1@.5
PSR 0950]08 here and in Wang & Halpern (1997) should be disregarded. The interpretation of the other pulsars remains
unchanged.


